MEMBERSHIP CRITERIA
The primary criterion for membership is sustained academic excellence in a specific
field. This does not necessarily apply to class III (Arts), class VII (World Religions) and
class VIII (Corporate and Public Governance), see criteria below. A candidate must in
any case be able to think interdisciplinary and contribute to the mission and vision of
the Academy. EASA wants to elect scientists, scholars and experts of international
distinction, irrespective of nationality, gender, location or discipline.
Criteria for election
1) Ordinary members in any scientific class
 Full or part-time (visiting) professors (provided the university procedure of
nomination is similar for both),
 PH.D. or equivalent,
 Publications: min. two own or co-edited books, min. two peer reviewed
articles or book chapters, or equivalent.
2) Ordinary members in the artist class
 Visual arts: art academy degree, solo exhibitions in at least three different
(public) museums in at least three different European countries, or at least
two international biennales + at least one published monograph about their
work
 Architecture: university degree, at least one published monograph + public
buildings in at least three different countries, and one architectural prize
 Music: music academy degree, work performed at min. one European festival
+ at min. three different places in three different countries, at least one
national musical distinction
 Literature: university degree, at least one national literary prize and three
books translated in three other languages
3) Ordinary members in world religions class
 Similar criteria as for any scientific class
 Leading position and/or outstanding achievements in inter-religious and/or
intercultural dialogue
4) Ordinary members in corporate and public governance class
 University degree or similar + outstanding performance at corporate top
management or Board level in developing public value, innovation of
governance and/or strategy in view of the Common Good;
 University degree or similar + outstanding performance, in elected or nonelected position in developing science based, inclusive policies for the
Common Good, strengthening European cooperation, or contributing to a
specific tolerance issue or important social improvement process, multi-party
recognition.

